Phase-locking behavior and irregular dynamics were studied in a mathematical model of the sinus node driven with repetitive vagal input. The central region of the sinus node was simulated as a 15 x 15 array of resistively coupled pacemakers with each cell randomly assigned one of 10 intrinsic cycle lengths (range 290-390 msec). Coupling of the pacemakers resulted in their mutual entrainment to a common frequency and the emergence of a dominant pacemaker region. Repetitive acetylcholine (ACh; vagal) pulses were applied to a randomly selected 60% of the cells. Over a wide range of stimulus intensities and basic cycle lengths, such perturbations resulted in a large variety of stimulus/response patterns, including phase locking (1 ; 1,3 : 2, 2 : 1 , etc.) and irregular (i.e., chaotic) dynamics. At a low ACh concentration (1 fiM), the patterns followed the typical Farey sequence of phase-locked behavior. At a higher concentration (5 ftM), period doubling and aperiodic patterns were found. When a single pacemaker cell was perturbed with repetitive ACh pulses, qualitatively similar results were obtained. In both types of simulation, chaotic behavior was investigated using phase-plane (orbital) plots, Poincart mapping, and return mapping. Period-doubling bifurcations (2:2, 4 4, and 8 ; 8) were found temporally and spatially within the array. Under certain conditions of stimulation, the attractor in the return map during chaotic activity of the single cell resembled the Lorenz tent map. However, when electrical coupling between cells was allowed, the interactions with neighboring cells exhibiting chaotic dynamics resulted in characteristic alterations of the attractor geometry. Our results suggest that irregular dynamics obeying the rules derived from other chaotic systems are present during vagal stimulation of the sinus node. In addition, application of the same analytical tools to the analysis of simulation of reflex vagal control of sinus rate suggests that chaotic dynamics can be obtained in the physiologically relevant case of the baroreceptor reflex loop. These results may provide insight into the mechanisms of dynamic vagal control of heart rate and may help to provide insights into clinically relevant disturbances of cardiac rate and rhythm. (Circulation Research 1989;65:1350-1360) From the
P revious experimental 1 -2 and simulation 3 -4 studies from our laboratory have indicated that the mechanism of vagal control of heart rate can be explained on the basis of phase resetting and entrainment of the sinus pacemaker by the vagal input. More recently, we have developed a model of the central region of the sinus node in which a two-dimensional array of 225 resistively coupled pacemaker cells mutually entrain to a common frequency. 5 In that study, the effects of vagal input on such a pacemaker center were investigated by applying repetitive acetylcholine (ACh) pulses to a randomly selected 20% of the cells. Such external perturbation resulted in a shift of the dominant pacemaker site and a decrease in apparent conduction velocity within the pacemaker array, which mimicked very accurately the response patterns of the mammalian heart rate to vagus nerve stimulation. 6 -7 Repetitive vagal input is capable of entraining the already mutually entrained pacemaker array in a harmonic fashion similar to that seen previously 4 for single cells. In fact, depending on the frequency of the ACh input, zones of stable phase-locking rhythms (1 : 1,2:1, etc.) may be separated by regions in which extremely irregular behavior can predominate. Several questions arise from the study of these phenomena that may have importance in the quantitative description of the heart rhythm and its alterations. First, is it possible to analyze and describe this very complex aperiodic behavior in a quantitative but nonstatistical form? Second, can the transition ("road") between ordered (i.e., 1 : 1, 2-1, etc.) and disordered behavioral patterns be described? Finally, what is the "effective output" of the sinoatrial node (i.e., the output that a hypothetical excitable atrial tissue receives) when any of these disordered patterns are occurring within the sinus node array?
Recently, a new kind of physics has evolved that attempts to answer similar questions in a variety of deterministic systems. This new discipline, known as nonlinear, turbulent, or chaotic dynamics, has focused on such disparate subjects as hydrodynamic turbulence, 8 ' 9 chemical reaction kinetics, 10 celestial dynamics, 11 behavior of semiconductor devices, 12 biological population changes, 13 -14 and rhythmicity in biological oscillators. 15 The most exciting contribution of this new science is its demonstration of the striking similarities in the temporal evolution (or "dynamics") of all these widely heterogeneous systems, which permits a unifying approach to their study. The similarities in the dynamics result from an intrinsic deterministic law that is obeyed by all these nonlinear systems. 8 Thus, the analysis of the dynamic properties of any given system that exhibits ordered as well as disordered temporal behavior is supported by a firm body of theoretical and experimental evidence, which is common to a variety of apparently unrelated phenomena. 15 A recent study from our laboratory has demonstrated the usefulness of nonlinear analysis in describing the behavior of cardiac Purkinje fiber strands in response to repetitive stimulation. 16 We report here results obtained using a dynamical systems approach to analyze the irregular behavior in a mathematical model of a mutually entrained sheet of pacemaker cells subjected to repetitive ACh pulse perturbations. Preliminary reports of these results have appeared previously in abstract form. 17 
Materials and Methods

Simulation of the Compact Region of the Sinoatrial Node
The compact region of the sinoatrial node was simulated as described previously. 5 Briefly, single sinoatrial pacemaker cells were modeled as a membrane capacitance (1 /iF/cm 2 ) in parallel with membrane currents described by the equations of Yanagihara et al. 18 Specific membrane currents include a slow inward current, a potassium current, a hyperpolarization-activated current, a sodium current, and a "leak" current. An additional ACh-activated potassium current was added to the model based on the equations of Osterrieder et al 19 to allow for the simulation of the application of brief ACh (i.e., "vagal") pulses. Reconstruction of membrane potential (V) for a given cell was achieved by using a modified Euler method of integration in which the change of each variable from one time step to the next is assumed to be exponential rather than linear. 20 Individual cells were connected through ohmic resistors to form a 15x15 two-dimensional array. Coupling currents between cells were determined based on the potential difference between cells and the coupling resistance. For a given computer run, coupling resistance was set to a common predetermined value for all cells. Intrinsic pacemaker frequency for each of the cells of the array was set to one of 10 predetermined values (range of cycle lengths, 290-390 msec) by applying bias current. 5 Intrinsic frequencies were assigned randomly to form a homogeneous distribution such that 10% of the cells were assigned each of the 10 frequency values. As shown in previous studies, 5 at reasonably low levels of coupling resistance (20 Ml) , these arrays will mutually entrain to a common frequency and "select" a dominant pacemaker region with "apparent" conduction to other regions of the array. As indicated in the previous study, 5 this coupling resistance is equivalent to that found in experimental preparations. A mutually entrained array of this type was the starting point for our studies.
Perturbation of Pacemaker Activity With Repetitive Acetylcholine Pulses
As described previously, 3 brief ACh ("vagal") pulses were simulated by the addition of an AChactivated potassium current. 19 Pulses were at an ACh concentration of 1-5 fiM and of 100-msec duration. In a single pacemaker cell, 3 such pulses result in a brief membrane hyperpolarization and a delay or advance of the subsequent pacemaker discharge (i.e., a phase shift). Repetitively applied pulses result in vagus/sinus entrainment at various ratios depending on the vagal cycle length (VCL), sinus cycle length, and the strength of the vagal stimulus. For the present study, ACh (vagal) pulses were applied repetitively to a randomly selected 60% of the cells of the array. VCL ranged from 200 to 1,200 msec, with the entire range studied at eight to 10 values so as to demonstrate different phaselocking patterns (i.e., 1:1, 2^1, 3^1, etc.). Studies were done at two different ACh concentrations (1 and 5 (xM) . At each VCL, V and vagal stimulus/ sinus firing (stimulus/response) ratio of individual cells, as well as the overall activity of the array, were determined.
Analysis of Irregular Dynamics
When irregular dynamics were found in cells of the array under the influence of periodic vagal perturbation, they were subjected to analysis by methods derived from chaos theory. 8 A first step was usually the preparation of phase-plane (i.e., "orbital") plots. However, rather than choosing the specific phase parameters (e.g., dV/dt vs. V), the value of V at time N was plotted versus the value at N+t for the entire time series. 21 Specifically, the value of V at time T was plotted versus the value at time T+5, then the value of V at T+5 was plotted versus the value at T+10, and so forth, in 5-msec increments. In this way the entire time series could be transformed into a phase-plane plot (e.g., Figure  4B ). The advantage of plotting the data in this fashion is that it indicates the periodicity of the dynamics during regular (i.e., phase-locked) activity and allows for the preparation of Poincare sections. 8 The Poincar£ sections were prepared by taking the value of V at a phase of 55 msec after each stimulus versus that at a phase of 50 msec. This is analogous to flashing a stroboscopic light at a fixed time after the stimulus and noting the position of the trajectory in the orbit. During regular dynamics, such a plot will indicate the period (i.e., the pattern of repetition) of the activity. If the system during irregular dynamics is following any simple deterministic rule, these points in the Poin-car6 section will determine a simple line or curve. 8 In addition, the clustering of points along such a line could indicate the overall self-similar (i.e., fractal) structure of the behavior, 22 since it is possible to reveal within each cluster detail that is similar to the structure of the overall pattern. The fractal nature of this type of plot is a common characteristic of chaotic behavior.
Finally, to determine which deterministic law governs the structure of the patterns, data were also plotted as "return maps" in which the value of V at a given delay (50 msec) after stimulus N + l was plotted versus that for stimulus N. As noted for the Poincare' sectioning, the advantage of plotting the data in this fashion is that such plots indicate the repetition period (if any) of the pattern. For example, if each stimulus is followed by a response and the V at a given phase after the stimulus is constant, then only a single point will be seen in the return map and the activity can be said to be of period 1 (i.e., the stimulus/response pattern is 1 : 1). When responses after successive stimuli alternate, the pattern is either 2-1 or 2^2, the period is 2, and two dots will appear on the return map. During periods of irregular dynamics, when the stimulus/response pattern is chaotic, the period of the system is undefined, but the return map shows the nature of the attractor (the deterministic rule) for the system, 8 whereas the Poincare section described above does not provide this information. The usefulness of this type of plot in distinguishing between random nonperiodic activity and chaotic activity has been demonstrated in a wide variety of systems. 8 The existence of a simple function with a maximum in such a return map is suggestive of a low dimensionality chaotic behavior.
Computational Aspects
All simulations were carried out with programs written in FORTRAN and run on facilities provided by the Cornell National Supercomputer Facility at Cornell University and by the Computer Applications and Software Engineering Center at Syracuse University. Remote access was achieved with an IBM PC-AT and a 9600 baud modem. Integration for the reconstruction of sinoatrial pacemaker activ-ity was done by use of a modified Euler method 20 with a time step of 1.0 msec. Previous studies have indicated that this time step is small enough to give accurate results with the model of Yanagihara et al. 18 Analysis and plotting of the data were done on-site with a PDP/11-73 computer system (Cyberchron, Garrison, New York) with a VT125 (Digital Equipment, Marlboro, Massachusetts) and Tektronix 4010 (Beaverton, Oregon) graphics terminal and Tektronix 4631 Hard Copy Unit with 4 megabytes of core memory and a 56-megabyte hard disk. Data from the remote simulations were downloaded to the PDP system and stored either on hard disk or on magnetic tape for later analysis by using programs written in FORTRAN.
Results
A 15x15 two-dimensional array of electrically coupled pacemaker cells can coordinate its activity through a process of mutual entrainment that depends on the phase-dependent interactions between all pacemakers in the array. 3 Figure 1A shows the random distribution of intrinsic frequencies for each pacemaker. Each of the cell types 0-9 represents a specific intrinsic frequency with basic cycle lengths ranging from 290 to 390 msec. Pacemaker activity is shown in the absence ( Figure IB ) and presence ( Figure 1C ) of electrical coupling. The random distribution of intrinsic pacemaker frequencies is apparent in Figure IB . When the pacemakers were coupled through a resistance of 20 kfl ( Figure  1C ), a dominant pacemaker region emerged in the upper right corner by the eighth beat, and there was apparent conduction to the rest of the array. The common cycle length of the mutually entrained sheet was 322 msec. This phenomenon of mutual entrainment, as well as the development of a pacemaker shift on stimulation of 20% of the cells of the sheet with a single ACh pulse, has been described previously. 5 When the ACh pulses were applied repetitively to a randomly selected 60% of the cells in the array, the resulting behavior depended on the strength and frequency of the vagal pulses. Figure  ID shows the distribution of cells selected to receive vagal input. Those cells marked with 1 received vagal input; those marked with 0 did not. The cells used for analysis in further figures are indicated by the labels a, b, and c. Plots of V versus time (hereafter referred to as "time series" plots) of a single cell (cell a) in the array at several frequencies of vagal stimulation are presented in Figure 2 . This particular cell is not receiving vagal stimulation directly (i.e., it is not one of the randomly selected 60% of the cells receiving vagal pulses), but it is being influenced indirectly through its electrically coupled neighbors. Panel A of Figure 2 shows control activity of cell a when no vagal pulses are being applied. Basic cycle length was 322 msec. Panels B-E show time series for the same cell during repetitive stimulation at various Panel A: Control activity. Brief (100 msec) acetylcholine pulses were applied to a randomly selected 60% of the cells of the array (see Figure ID) . Panels B-E: Patterns of stimulus/response activity (l'-2, 2'-3, l'-l, and 2'-l) at various vagal cycle lengths (VCLs). As the frequency of vagal input was increased, the patterns of phase locking followed a sequence expected from the Farey series.
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VCLs. The stimulus/response patterns for panels B, C, D, and E were 1:2, 2:3, 1:1, and 2:1 at VCLs of 850, 600, 500, and 275 msec, respectively. This behavior of phase-locked oscillators in response to changes in the frequency of a perturbing stimulus is typically described by Farey's sequence, 23 shown in panels B-E of Figure 2 indicate that at this level of pulse intensity (ACh concentration, 1 fiM; pulse duration, 100 msec) and for the values of VCL shown, the pattern expected by Farey's sequence is followed. Because of computational constraints, we studied frequency dependence under only one set of initial conditions (such as coupling resistance and stimulus intensity), and we did not rigorously develop the entire parameter space described by all values of VCL and all values of stimulus intensity. Indeed, such a parameter space is infinitely detailed, and each such parameter space would only be valid for a single cell of the array. When one chooses to investigate portions of the parameter space for a selected cell, it can be seen that the sequence of stimulus/response ratios is characteristic of phaselocked responses following Farey's sequence for most combinations of VCLs and stimulus intensities. However, there are regions in which irregular dynamics are observed. The path leading to such regions involves a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations (i.e., periods 1, 2,4, 8, etc.), which is one of the classical routes to chaos. 8 As illustrated by the results in Figure 3 , at a higher stimulus intensity (ACh concentration, 5 AiM), period-doubling bifurcations can occur in a given cell as a function of changes in the VCL, but it can also occur spatially within the pacemaker array. The figure shows membrane potential as a function of time for the three cells (a, b, and c) indicated in Figure ID at a VCL of 350 msec. Note that at this vagal cycle length and stimulus intensity, the spatial inhomogeneity is evidenced by the different stimulus/response ratios for the three cells. This is presumably due to the different intrinsic frequencies of the individual pacemakers as well as the fact that only 60% of the cells are receiving vagal input directly. Cell c only gives subthreshold responses at this and any other VCL studied at this higher stimulus intensity. The low amplitude of voltage fluctuations is the result of the fact that this cell is receiving the vagal input directly and is surrounded by other cells also receiving such input. Thus, the hyperpolarizing influence on cell c is greater than on most other cells of the array. As can be seen, cell a is responding in a 2^2 fashion (i.e., for each two stimuli there are two responses with different and alternating amplitudes), whereas cell b is responding in a 2 : 1 fashion (i.e., each two stimuli result in one suprathreshold and one subthreshold response) and cell c is responding in a 2^0 fashion (i.e., each two stimuli result in two subthreshold responses of alternating amplitude). Such spatial bifurcations have been described for other systems. 24 Figure 4 shows the appearance of irregular dynamics in an array of mutually entrained sinus pacemakers during repetitive ACh stimulation of a randomly selected group of 60% of the cells. The time series on the left shows the membrane potential for the three cells selected for display (a, b, and c). Repetitive ACh pulses (1 IMM, 100 msec duration; see arrow) begin after the second action potential on the left. Since only 60% of cells receive ACh input, some cells are more influenced than others (see above). In spite of this, each pacemaker cell exhibits irregular dynamics regardless of whether its responses to the vagal input are subthreshold or suprathreshold. The orbital plot on the right shows the membrane potential of the cell shown in the top tracing at the left (cell a) at time T+5 msec plotted versus that at time T, in 5-msec increments (see "Materials and Methods"). The existence of multiple orbits in the phase-plane plot is especially apparent. To determine if the irregular dynamics observed at some values of VCL were truly chaotic or merely random, a series of additional analyses were performed.
The periodicity of the response to the repetitive vagal input is shown in Figure 5 . Return maps of V of the same cell shown in the top tracing of Figure  4 (i.e., cell a) are presented at various frequencies of vagal stimulation. V at a delay of 50 msec after stimulus N+l is plotted versus that for stimulus N (see "Materials and Methods"). Each plot shows the results of 15-75 stimulus cycles. In all panels, the first 10 cycles have been dropped to eliminate transients. At a VCL of 450 msec.(panel A) there is a 1 = 1 entrainment, and only one dot (V, 41.12) is present in the return map; thus, a period 1 stimulus/ response ratio is indicated. When VCL was decreased to 275 msec, period 2 was observed, as To further investigate the nature of the irregular dynamics seen during repetitive vagal stimulation of the cell array and to dissect out the role of cellto-cell interactions in the stimulus/response patterns orbital (phase-plane) plots of V in a single cell were prepared in a manner similar to that described for individual cells of the coupled array ( Figure 4 ). The resulting plots are shown in Figure 6 . Panel A shows results for a single cell when no ACh pulse was applied. In panel B, the 2:1 stimulus/response pattern during vagal stimulation at a VCL of 300 msec is indicated by the existence of two orbits: a larger one representing suprathreshold and a smaller one representing subthreshold responses. Panel C shows the emergence of irregular dynamics when the VCL was reduced to 280 msec. An enlargement of a section of the plot showing irregular dynamics and its subsequent analysis is presented in panel B of Figure 7 . Multiple banding suggestive of chaotic activity is manifest. Moreover, as expected, the vagal frequencies at which the various stimulus/ response patterns are observed in a single cell differ from those at which similar patterns are seen for the coupled pacemakers (compare with Figure 4B ). shown in panels C and D of Figure 7 . Panel C shows a "stroboscopic" section of the orbit taken from the data of panel B. This illustration was prepared by plotting V at a phase of 50 msec after each vagal stimulus (downward arrows labeled N and N + l in panel A). Membrane potential at T N + 5 msec (55 msec after stimulus N; open circles, panel A) is plotted versus that at T N (filled circles, panel A), and this process repeated for each vagal stimulus. Note that the points demark a single line suggesting the existence of an attractor of low dimensionality (see "Discussion"). Points seem to cluster into four groups, and the suggestion of a self-similar structure is seen. Panel C shows the return map prepared as described for Figure 6 from the data points of the stroboscopic section in panel C. Membrane potential at time T N+1 (50 msec after vagal pulse N + l ; filled circles, panel A) is plotted versus that at T N . T N+1 now becomes T N , and T N+2 becomes T N+1 , and the process is repeated iteratively. The resultant attractor (panel D) is similar to the "Lorenz tent map," 8 and its overall geometry is also similar to that obtained for the subthreshold responses in the coupled cell shown in Figure 5F . The existence of a simple line in this stroboscopic section and of a simple function with a maximum in the return map are both suggestive of low dimensionality chaotic behavior. 8 Figure 8 illustrates the influence of cell-to-cell interactions on attractor geometry during repetitive vagal stimulation of the pacemaker array. Return maps prepared as described above are shown for a cell connected to its neighbors at a coupling resistance of 20 kfi (panel A) and for the same cell essentially isolated by a coupling resistance of 1 million kfi (panel B). Note that for the isolated cell the attractor geometry is smooth and resembles the Lorenz tent map, 8 whereas that of the coupled cell is distorted by interaction with cells in the neighborhood. Neighboring cells in this case are also exhibiting complex dynamics (not shown), and their attractor geometries are distorted as well. Such a distortion in geometry differs from the simple widening of the attractor band that would be expected as a result of the addition of random noise. 24 
Analysis of the chaotic dynamics during repetitive vagal stimulation of a single pacemaker cell is
Discussion
Previous studies from our laboratory 5 have indicated that a mathematical model consisting of a 15x15 array of electrically coupled sinus pacemaker cells can accurately simulate many of the phenomena that are found experimentally. 625 These include the mutual entrainment of the pacemakers to a common frequency and the development of phase shifts and increases in apparent conduction time after a single ACh (i.e., "vagal") stimulus. The present study extended these observations to investigate the behavior of this system under conditions when the vagal input is repetitive. As expected from previous studies in single cells, 3 repetitive vagal input to the array of electrically coupled cells produced stable entrainment at various stimulus/ response ratios. For most of the range of frequencies of vagal stimulation, the phase-locked ratios followed Farcy's sequence and were the same for all cells in the matrix. Thus, phase-locking at 3 : 2 occurred between stimulus/response ratios of 1 : 1 and 2 : 1 . For a well-behaved system the Farey sequence predicts that between any two values of stimulus/response ratio (n: m and N : M) a stimulus/ response ratio of n+N-m+M will be found. Behavior of this type has been demonstrated for a variety of systems including aggregates of chick heart cells in response to repetitive current pulses. 23 However, as previously noted, in a wide variety of physical, chemical, and biological systems, zones of irregular Figure 6C . Membrane potential (VM) was sampled in 5-msec intervals, and the value at time t n+ , was plotted versus that at time t n (see panel A). This process was repeated iteratively with time t n+] becoming t n and t n+2 becoming t n+J . The three dots below the series of orbits are from initial transient activity. The orbital plot shows significant banding suggestive of deterministic irregular activity. Panel C:
Poincar& section through the plane at a phase of 50 msec yields a stroboscopic plot showing where the orbits intersect the plane on each trajectory. Value ofVMat time T N +5 msec (open circle, panel A, 55 msec after N) is plotted versus that at T N (closed circle, panel A).
Similarly, the value at T N+] +5 msec was plotted versus that at time T N+1 . The banded structure is suggestive of self-similarity, and the simple curve indicates the low dimensionality of the attractor. Panel D: Data of the Poincari section of panel C are replotted as a return map in the N+l versus Nfashion. The value of VM at T s+1 is plotted versus that at T N (closed circles, panel A), and the process is repeated iteratively.
dynamics can often be found in the parameter space. 15 Irregular dynamics were indeed found in the two-dimensional sinus node model under some conditions of repetitive vagal input. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the present results is that the irregular dynamics yield so readily to the tools of chaos theory and describe a reasonably simple attractor. When one considers the many factors involved in determining the response patterns (six currents per cell, each determined by complex functions of time and voltage, a large number [225] of interconnected cells, as many as four coupling currents per cell, differences in the intrinsic frequencies of the pacemakers, and the fact that only a randomly selected 60% of the cells receive vagal input), it is indeed intriguing that the attractor for the system should have such a simple low dimensionality. The data shown in Figures 5 and 6 confirm that changes in the VCL produced successive period doubling bifurcations until (at VCL=225) an irregular response pattern is detected. The maps obtained (Figures 5, 7C , and 8) during these circumstances also confirm that the irregular firing is indeed deterministic in nature. Due to the fact that the function observed has a simple maximum, we can discuss its properties as in the case of unidimensional maps. 13 A major advantage of replotting the time series data as return maps is the ability to use these maps to describe graphically the iterative evolution of the dynamics of the system. Such a graphical analysis is illustrated in Figure 9 for some of the results shown in Figure 5 . In each panel, the solid diagonal line indicates the locus of points when the value for 1358 Circulation Research Vol 65, No 5, November 1989 FIGURE 8 . Return maps showing attractor geometry of coupled and uncoupled pacemaker during repetitive vagal stimulation. VM, membrane potential; Nand N+l, vagal pulses. Both panels were prepared as in Figure 5 under conditions where the cell analyzed was one of 60% of the cells receiving repetitive acetylcholine pulses directly. Panel A: Attractor geometry when cell was coupled to its neighbors at a coupling resistance of 20 kH Note the distortions from a simple geometric form. Panel B: Attractor geometry for a single uncoupled cell. In this case the attractor is a simple function with a maximum and no distortion.
response N + l equals the value for response N (i.e., the identity line). When a system is phase-locked in a 1:1 fashion, all plottings of N + l versus N will fall somewhere on this line (not shown) resulting in a single point in the return map (see Figure 5A ). The crucial aspect of these maps for system dynamics is the intersection of the deterministic function with the identity line. 13 As the slope of the function decreases through -1 , a cycle of period 2 is found, as illustrated in panel A of Figure 9 . In this panel, the dots are the same data points presented in panel B of Figure 5 ; the solid arrows connecting the points indicate the trajectories of subsequent responses. Note that the trajectories alternate back and forth between two values. However, after the next bifurcation (i.e., at period 4) as shown in panel B, the shape of the attractor begins to emerge, and the slope of the deterministic function (dashed line) at the intersection of the identity line becomes steeper than -1 . The solid arrows in panel B indicate the trajectories for the four points in a single period. Panel C of Figure 9 shows the extension of this graphical analysis to data at the next bifurcation (i.e., at period 8). Again, the solid lines indicate the trajectories for the eight points in a given period. As seen in Figure 9D , a further increase in the slope leads to chaotic dynamics. 13 This activity recurs as a simple deterministic function that describes the evolution of the system. (For a detailed description of the dynamics of these maps, see Reference 13.)
Chaotic attractors have an important property that can be used to explain the "distortion" of the original function in the whole sheet. Let us suppose that we perturb instantaneously V as indicated by the solid arrow in the return map of Figure 10 Figure 5 with the addition of dotted lines to suggest attractor geometry. As the periodicity increases (from 2 to 4 to 8 to irregular), the slope of the attractor at the intersection with the identity line becomes steeper. As indicated by the solid lines with arrows showing the trajectories, the increase in slope at this point is responsible for the increase in the periodicity. For further discussion, see text.
function describing the attractor. However, due to that very property of "attraction," the next points (and their trajectories) are obligatorily pulled back to the chaotic boundaries defined by the function (dotted arrow). In the complete array, however, because of the interactions with their neighbors, each cell is receiving continuous electrotonic perturbations that induce the distortions observed in Figure 8A . As previously discussed, preceding the appearance of such irregular activity, it was possible to demonstrate period-doubling bifurcations not only temporally but also spatially within the array. This suggests that at least one form of the transition to chaos in this model is similar to the universal scenario described in experiments in which aggregates of chick heart cells 2326 are periodically stimulated, as well as in other systems of driven nonlinear oscillators. 27 However, it should also be noted that in a "reduced" Noma and Irisawa model Guevara et al 28 were unable to find evidence for chaotic dynamics.
Physiological Significance
A more complex issue regards the nature of the overall activity of the sheet when some or all of the individual cells are exhibiting irregular dynamics. Does the interaction of many chaotic attractors give rise to another chaotic attractor or to some other type of possibly regular activity? To answer this question, one must define what is meant by the "overall activity" of the entire array. Under physiological conditions, the an-ay representing the sinus node would be connected to atrial muscle. In those circumstances, activity in the atrium could be used to monitor the overall output of the sinoatrial node. It would then be possible to determine the nature of the pattern of activity resulting from the interaction of cells exhibiting irregular dynamics. A more complete simulation model in which the array representing the sinoatrial node is included with its surrounding atrial tissue will be required to answer this question. However, our results already suggest that during irregular activity, two types of chaotic behavior with different functional effects can be observed. In some cells, action potentials occurred in extremely irregular patterns (Figure 4) . In other cells, only subthreshold activity characterized by low amplitude oscillations was manifest (see Figure 5F ). The second type of behavior may be considered functionally equivalent to "annihilation" of pacemaker activity. 15 A somewhat similar type of annihilation has been previously suggested by other authors. 29 In our results, patterns seen in which subthreshold and suprathreshold responses are intermixed would give rise to an irregular sinus arrhythmia. Note, however, that the nature of the final cardiac rhythm will depend on the way in which irregular activity within the sinus node is expressed in atrial activation.
The present simulations deal with a model in which a two-dimensional pacemaker array represent- ing the sinus node is perturbed with regularly spaced vagal pulses. However, under physiological circumstances, brief vagal pulses are phase-locked to the cardiac cycle as a result of the pressure wave activating the carotid baroreceptors. 30 This "phaselocked" vagal perturbation might also give rise to irregular dynamics. Indeed, in a previous publication, 3 we reported results of simulations wherein vagal pulses were applied to a single sinoatrial pacemaker at a fixed time after the upstroke of the sinoatrial action potential. As shown in the top tracing of Figure 11 , at this particular sinus to vagus interval, very irregular patterns of sinoatrial activity were observed. As shown in the lower panel of Figure 11 , when these data are plotted in the N+l versus N fashion described above (see "Materials and Methods"), an attractor with the form of a simple parabola is obtained. These results suggest that the analytic approach to vagus-sinoatrial dynamics used here may provide insights into the complex patterns of cardiac activity seen in various types of sinoatrial arrhythmias. It is interesting in this regard that a previous study 31 analyzed a model nonlinear oscillator subjected to repetitive stimulation at a fixed phase of the cycle. As the fixed phase was varied, period doubling and irregular dynamics were observed.
Overall, our results indicate that irregular dynamics are indeed possible during repetitive vagal stimulation of the sinoatrial node. Although the present study is essentially theoretical, results with this model provide a useful framework for the analysis of data obtained from experimental preparations. Since the distribution of vagal input and intrinsic pacemaker frequencies are similar to those found under physiological conditions, we suggest that irregular dynamics might also occur under some conditions within the mammalian sinoatrial node and give rise to disturbances of cardiac rate and rhythm.
